EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
• Industry: Multi-practice law firm
• Location: Houston, Texas
• No of employees: More than 775
attorneys in 19 offices

CHALLENGES
• Patent drawings for a security camera
• Rough sketches lacking reference
characters, lead lines and descriptive
symbols necessary for patent
prosecution
• Sketches lacked supporting views to
fully depict the camera

SOLUTION
• Analyzed all reference material for the
invention and formed a cohesive plan
• Illustration team worked with the
client’s engineers

High profile law firm calls on MaxVal Drawings to illustrate
complicated IP
Drawings presented in a patent application need to be clear, concise, and compliant with PTO
drawings guidelines. MaxVal’s drawings elucidate IP while conforming to all USPTO and PCT
drawing requirements.

Challenges
A reputed law firm in Houston handles IP services for companies in the fields of High Tech,
Health Care, and Home Securities, among others. Holding a huge portfolio, the law firm faced
difficulties with patent drawings for a security camera for one of their clients.
• The law firm provided MaxVal with rough sketches of the camera.
• These sketches were lacking reference characters, lead lines and descriptive symbols necessary
for patent prosecution.
• The sketches lacked supporting views (elevations views, exploded views, etc.) to fully depict the
camera.

Solution
At MaxVal, experienced illustrators analyzed all reference material for the invention and formed a
cohesive plan. The illustration team worked with the client’s engineers to obtain additional resource
materials to ensure drawing accuracy.

• Transformed a few simple sketches into
detailed patent artwork
• Filed with the PTO and later the patent
granted

Results
Once finished, our illustrator had transformed a few simple sketches into detailed patent artwork that
were filed with the PTO, where the patent was later granted.
Endorsements from the clients of MaxVal’s Patent Drawing Services :

“

Very responsive to our request; understands the most efficient way to assist; fast turnaround; quality product.
– International general practice law firm in Madison, WI
MaxVal is a timely service provider that was easy to order with and who sent excellent illustrations of patent
figures as requested.
– An International law firm headquartered in Boston, MA
I love that I can send my informal drawings to MaxVal and know they will be completed and returned before the
requested deadline. .
– One of the Top 100 largest law firms in Mountain View, CA

“

RESULTS

The projects are completed timely. They always handle urgent matters with ease. I enjoy working with the team.
– One of the largest IP law firm in East Palo Alto, CA

For More Information
For more details on MaxVal Drawings, please visit https://www.maxval.com/patent-drawings.html or contact us
at info@maxval.com.
Disclaimer
This customer story is based on information provided by the client. Many factors may have contributed to the results and benefits described; MaxVal
does not guarantee identical results elsewhere.

